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Employee theft, whether from occasional cash-skimming or meticulously orchestrated embezzlement
schemes, costs US businesses up to $50 billion annually. But cheating, like companies themselves, often
starts small, and research in Psychological Science suggests that cultivating feelings of gratitude can
encourage employees to be content with what they have.

Past research has shown that feelings of gratitude mayenhance self-control, supporting the equal
exchange of resources and improvingour ability to make financial decisions that involve delaying
gratification toa later date.

Gratitude may also function as a “parent virtue,” writes APSFellow David DeSteno, a professor of
psychology at Northeastern University, whodiscussed his research in the HarvardBusiness Review.

“We believe that gratitude might enhance certain moralactions outside the realm of exchange — actions
that are also characterized bythe need to resist a temptation to satisfy a selfish urge for
immediategratification,” the study authors write.

In the first of two experiments on the subject, DeSteno andcolleagues had 156 students complete a test
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of general knowledge with a confederateteammate (who was actually a member of the research team).
Then, they completedan intentionally tedious word recognition task on their own. As the
computerappeared to be calculating their scores, the participants were exposed to anexperimental
manipulation intended to induce a particular mood:

In the happiness condition, the computer calculated the participants’scores as expected, and they spent
the next several minutes watching anddiscussing funny clips of babies and animals. The neutral
condition proceededsimilarly, with participants watched an excerpt from a slightly less excitinggeology
documentary.

In the gratitude condition, however, the computer appearedto crash and the participant was informed
they would need to redo the task — thatis, until the confederate “messed with a few wires” and got their
score toappear on screen, leaving the participant with the impression that they hadnarrowly escaped
another brush with boredom.

At this stage in the experiment, participants were told theywould need to flip a virtual coin in order to
randomly assign themselves andanother (fictional) participant to each of two tasks after the researchers
leftthe room: a 10-minute numbers game or 45 minutes of challenging math and logicproblems. What
the participants didn’t know was that the coin was preprogrammedto assign them to the longer task. To
complete the shorter task instead, theywould have to cheat and lie their way to 30 minutes of freedom.

While 16% of those in the happiness or neutral conditionscheated on average, just 2% of people in the
gratitude condition put their ownneeds above those of their supposed co-participant. The prevalence of
cheating amonghappy participants further suggests that this effect is specific to feelings ofgratitude,
rather than to positive affective states as a whole, the authorscontinued.

Gratitude was also found to decrease participants’likelihood of cheating in a dose-dependent manner,
with those who ratedthemselves as low in gratitude cheating 50% of the time, and those who rated
themselvesas very high in gratitude cheating in just 5% of trials.

“The gratitude that people feel directly impacts theirhonesty,” the authors write.

In a follow-up study of 141 online participants, the researchersfound that recalling moments of gratitude
from their past also reducedparticipant’s willingness to lie about a coin flip in exchange for
extracompensation. Gratitude was once again found to boost ethical behavior in adose-dependent way,
although rates of cheating were higher overall. This mayhave been because participants knew that lying
about their compensation wouldnot directly harm another participant, the researchers write.

These findings suggest that cultivating a culture of gratitudemay serve as an effective bottom-up
“honesty nudge” in educational and officesettings by devaluing dishonest behaviors rather than
requiring individuals toactively repress unethical impulses to avoid consequences, a more taxingtop-
down process.

“Gratitude may work rather effortlessly to alter people’sdecisions about the value of cheating and, thus,
stem unethical behavior withless internal conflict,” the authors wrote.
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